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A FAMILY OF LINKS AND THE CONWAY CALCULUS

BY

COLE A. GILLER

Abstract. In 1969, J. H. Conway gave efficient methods of calculating abelian

invariants of classical knots and links. The present paper includes a detailed

exposition (with new proofs) of these methods and extensions in several directions.

The main application given here is as follows. A link L of two unknotted

components in S3 has the distinct lifting property for p if the lifts of each component

to the/7-fold cover of S3 branched along the other are distinct. The/7-fold covers of

these lifts are homeomorphic, and so L gives an example of two distinct knots with

the same /»-fold cover. The above machinery is then used to construct an infinite

family of links, each with the distinct lifting property for all p > 2.

I. Introduction. Let L E S3 be a link of two unknotted components L, and L2,

and denote the p-fold cover of S3 branched along a knot K by Bp(K); note that

Bp(L¡) is homeomorphic to S3. We say that L has the distinct lifting property (DLP)

for p if the lifts of L, and L2 to B ( L2 ) and Bp( L, ) respectively represent distinct

links types in S3. Such an L is automatically asymmetric. As we show later, the

p-fold cover of S3 branched along each of these lifts is the samep2-fold cover of S3

branched along L, and so we are provided with a pair of distinct links with

homeomorphic p-fold covers. It is unknown whether a pair of distinct knots can

have homeomorphic p-fo\d covers for all p (see Problem 1.27 in [K]), and we do not

know of a pair of knots with homeomorphic p-fold covers for two distinct values of

P-
The purpose of this paper is 2-fold. We first give an example of an infinite family

of links Lk, k > 2, each with the DLP for p s* 2. The associated lifts in each case

have identical signature [M2] but are distinguished by their Alexander polynomials.

Thus we obtain for each p an infinite family of pairs of distinct links (in fact, knots)

with homeomorphic/7-fold covers.

Our second purpose is to follow J. H. Conway [Cl, C2] in outlining a fast and

efficient method of calculating abelian invariants of links. In particular, we hope to

point to these methods not only as convenient computational tools, but also as a

means to prove general facts about links and as being of interest in their own right.

In §11.1 we identify an Alexander type polynomial of an oriented link L as an

invariant of a certain infinite cyclic cover of L. Specifically, choose an oriented

trivial meridian ju( E HX(S3 — L) using the right-hand rule for each component of

L, and let ML be the cover corresponding to the map to Z which sends each ¡ti, to a

fixed generator t. Then HX(ML) is a Z[t, /~']-module in the usual way, and our
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76 CA. GILLER

polynomial is the determinant of a presentation matrix for this module. This

polynomial is seen to be an isotopy invariant of L but not an invariant of link

complement.

In §11.2 we give a new proof of the consistency of a method of Conway for the

recursive assignment of a polynomial to L, and identify this Conway polynomial

with the polynomial discussed above. Thus the groundwork is laid for a major theme

of this paper: that this recursive machinery can be used to gain information about

links without direct recourse to covering spaces of complements. §§11.3 and II.4

begin this theme by giving some computational lemmas and examples useful in the

recursion, and by interpreting and reproving some well-known facts about links in

our recursive framework. §11.7 continues by showing how signatures may be com-

puted recursively and by giving a simple algorithm for finding the polynomial of a

2-bridge knot. Our theme finds even more justification in the following manner:

One way to draw the lift of one component L, of a link L to thep-fold cover of S3

branched along another unknotted component L2 is to cut along a disk bounded by

L2, straighten the strands belonging to L,, and juxtapose p of the resulting blocks

end-to-end (see Figure 1).

Figure 1

In fact, many links can be decomposed into such a block form, and it is desirable

to be able to compute polynomials of links in terms of their block components.

Following Conway, we define in §11.5 an algebra spanned by certain blocks (which

Conway calls skein elements) subject to our previous recursion relations. We

investigate the structure of this algebra and gain powerful formulas enabling us to

perform the above calculation.

After giving examples in §11.6 both for the reader's practice and for our use later

in this paper, we define two links to be skein equivalent if they have the same

recursive structure, and we define an operation on links called mutation. Again

following Conway, we show that mutants are skein equivalent and in this way give

an example of a pair of distinct skein equivalent knots; the 2-fold covers of any two

mutants are homeomorphic, and we give pictures of the p-fold covers of these

examples and ask when they are homeomorphic.
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Finally, in §111 we give our example of a family of links with the DLP and prove

that the distinct lifts have homeomorphic p-fold covers. The degree of the poly-

nomial of one of the lifts is calculated recursively by the above methods, although

Conway's formula cannot be used directly. The other lift is seen to have genus < p,

a fact which prevents the degree of its polynomial from agreeing with that of the

other. Thus the two lifts are distinguished by their Conway polynomials.

We use the following conventions. All links are assumed oriented, and arrows

indicate the chosen orientation, fñj stands for n half-twists, right-handed for positive

n and left-handed for negative n (for example, |lj

With these conventions, the family of links mentioned above is
I

whereí« + í,= 1-
[b = 2k > 4.

Figure 2

Note that the linking number of the two components is 1. A similar family with the

same properties exists with linking number 0.

I would like to thank W. B. R. Lickorish for several enlightening discussions and

Robion Kirby for providing endless encouragement as well as suggesting the original

problem. Thanks go also to both the referee and John Hughes for many helpful

suggestions.

II. Alexander polynomials of links.

1. Definition of AL(t). Given an oriented link L, we construct an infinite cyclic

cover of S3 — L in the following standard manner [R]. Let F be a connected Seifert

surface for L compatible with the given orientation (say, so that an observer upright

in the normal direction to F and walking along L sees F to the left), and equipped

with a bicollar F X [-1,1] =* S3. Let {Y¡ - S3 - F\ i E Z} be infinitely many copies

of S3 - F, and if x E F, write (x, t)EFX[-\, 1]. Then form

M, U Yl/(xI,t)^(xi+x,t-l)

where x¡ E Y¡ and xj+x E Yi+X represent the same point in F and where t E (0,1)

(i.e., the positive side of F in  Y¡ is glued to the negative side of F in  Yj+X).
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Schematically,

Figure 3

ML along with the obvious projection map is easily seen to be an infinite cyclic

cover of S3 — L (i.e., a covering space of S3 — L with deck transformation group Z).

In general there are many infinite cyclic covers of the (unoriented) S3 — L, and we

make the following

Proposition 1. The choice of infinite cyclic cover of S3 — L depends only on the

orientation of L and not upon the choice of F.

Proof. This fact is well known and the proof will be omitted.    D

Remark. In case L is a knot there is only one infinite cyclic cover.

Recall now that HX(ML) is a Z[t, í   ']-module, where t acts by the induced action

of the deck transformation 1 E Z. As in [R], a Mayer-Vietoris argument shows that

Hx(ML) = Zk/(tV-VT)Zk

where F is a Seifert matrix for L arising from F. Furthermore, modulo multiplication

by ±t", det(tV — VT) depends only on ML and not on the choice of V. Thus we

have

Proposition 2. Let L be an oriented link, and V a Seifert matrix for L arising from

a compatibly oriented surface F. Then the Alexander polynomial

AL(t) = det(íK- VT)

is an isotopy invariant and modulo multiplication by ±t" does not depend on the choice

of Vor F.    D

Remark. Although AL(t) is an isotopy invariant of the oriented link L, it is not an

invariant of the link complement. Since a given automorphism of S3 — L may not

preserve the preferred meridians corresponding to a choice of Seifert surface, the

covers corresponding to these meridians need not be the same.

For example, twisting about the component labelled A in Figure 4 describes a

homeomorphism between the complements of the two links, each equipped with

preferred orientations and preferred meridians ¡ix, ¡x2, ju3 and p\, ¡i'2, ¡i'3. But ¡xx is

carried to ¡u = ju, + /x2 + ¡u3 by this homeomorphism, and so the infinite cyclic cover

of the complement obtained by setting /i,=/x2 = ¡u3=lis not the same as that

obtained by setting jtt', = ¡x'2 — ju'3 — 1. In fact, the polynomials of the above oriented

links are -(1 - t)2 and (\ - t)4 + 3t(\ - t)2 respectively.
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Figure 4

2. Conway's method for computing Alexander polynomials. Conway's idea is to

calculate AL(t) recursively using the following fact:

Fact. Any knot (or link) can be changed to the unknot (or unlink) by changing a

finite number of overcrossings to undercrossings in some projection of the knot (or

link).

To this end, we examine AL(t) as a crossing is changed. To be definite, let L¡ be a

link in which a left-handed crossing occurs, let Lr be the same link with the crossing

changed to a right-handed crossing, and let Ls be L, with the crossing "smoothed"

(see Figure 5). Each shaded surface is part of the Seifert surface given by a standard

algorithm [R], and each A L is to be calculated from these chosen surfaces.

Figure 5

Figure 6
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Lemma 3. AL/(t) = AL<t) + (t - \)A,p).

Proof. If there is no basis element of HX(F¡) through the given crossing, then L¡

must split as a direct sum with F, = Lr and Ls disconnected (so that AL(t) = AL(;))

(see Figure 6). A connected surface F for Ls is given by tubing together the previous

two disjoint surfaces (see Figure 7).

Figure 7

Using the meridian a of the tube as a basis element for HX(F), we see that the row

and column corresponding to a in the Seifert matrix V is all 0's, and so AL(t) =

det^K — VT) — 0. Then since AL(t) = A¿(í), the lemma is true in this case.

If there is a basis of HX(F¡) containing an element through the indicated crossing,

then we can rechoose the basis so that only one element a passes through the

crossing. Then the Seifert matrices V,, Vr, and Vs of L¡, Lr, and Ls respectively satisfy

V.=
a+ 1

so that

ALi(t) = det(tV,-VlT) = det

and expanding about the first row,

'(t-\)a

(/-l)(a+l)

tK

det + (t - l)detK - Vj).

(1)

tvs-vj\

AL/(t) = Ají) + (t - l)A¿(í)    as claimed.    D

At first glance, this seems to define AL(t) recursively; simply change L to the

unlink by changing crossings and smoothing (an easy induction on the number of

crossings ensures that this can be done), and compute Az(/) at each stage by Lemma

3. For concreteness, start with A(unknot) = 1. However, this scheme does not quite

work; the Alexander polynomial is defined only up to multiplication by ±t", and so

is only a representative of the set S = {±tsdet(tV — VT)\s E Q}. So, the recursion

gives a well-defined choice of AL(t) only if we can choose for all L a specific
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canonical representative for AL(t), and only if this choice is preserved by the

recursion formula. A natural choice is to assume AL(t) is symmetrized, i.e., of the

form

(2) aat" + aa_xt< + a.
-«+i

+ a_J witha„, a_„ ^ 0.

However, (1) does not preserve this choice. To fix matters up, we redefine AL(t) as

follows. Let F be the surface from which V arises and WLOG suppose F is built

from a disk by adding b bands (it is not hard to show that b = 2 g + k — 1, where

g = genus F and k is the number of components of L). Then V is a b X b matrix,

and we redefine

AL(t) = r"/2dct(tV- VT)

= det(rx/2(tv- vT)) = dct(tx/2v-r]/2vT).

With this definition, AL(t) is a representative of S and is clearly symmetric as in

(2), although a need not be an integer. Furthermore, repeating the calculation

leading to (1) yields

(3) A,/(0 = A,,(0 + (',/2-'-'/2)Az.j

so that our recursion now preserves symmetry (i.e., if any two of AL, AL, and A7

are symmetric, then so is the third). Thus the recursion gives us one of the two

symmetrized representatives ±AL(t). In fact, we get a unique (even up to ±)

representative of S, as shown by the following three lemmas and corollary.

Lemma 4. Let K be a knot. Then AK(\) — +1 for any choice of Seifert surface for K.

Proof. A^(í) = det(í'/2F-r'/2F7"), so A^(l) = det(F- VT). But V- Fris

the intersection form of F and is a direct sum of copies of (°_x '0) for some basis of

//,(F)(see[R, p. 202]).    D

Lemma 5. AK(t) as defined above gives a unique representative in S.

Proof. The condition A^(l) = 1 determines which of AK(t) is chosen.    D

Lemma 6. Let F, and F2 be two Seifert surfaces for a link L of two components, and

let A¡(t) be the symmetrized form o/det(i1/2I^ — rx/2V,T), where V¡ is the Seifert

matrix arising from /•). Then Ax(t) = A2(t).

'-2

Figure 8
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Proof. Let bn be a band containing n half-twists added to L so that L U db2n is a

knot and so that F, U b2n is a Seifert surface for L U db2n (see Figure 8). Then (3)

gives

A(L U db2) = A(L U db0) + (t'/2 - r'/2)A,(F)

= (A(L U db_2) + (tx'2 - r'/2)A,(L)) +(r1/2 - r1/2)A,(L).

So

A,(L)
A(LU 3ft2) - A(LU db_2)

2(r,/2_r./2)

If 6„ does not intersect F2, we can form a new surface F2 U è2n for F U db2n,

calculate as above, and find

(4) A2(L) =
A(FU db2) - A(LU db_2)

2(ri/2 _ri/2)

Since, by Lemma 5, A of a knot is independent of the surface chosen, A,(L) = A2(L)

in this case as claimed.

Figure 9

Figure 10
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'-2
I —* DomainI

Figure 11

Suppose however that bn intersects F2 in (for simplicity's sake) one ribbon

intersection (see Figure 9). First note the isotopies in Figure 10. Then form new

Seifert surfaces F2 and F~2 for L U db2 and L U 3<b_2 respectively by first punctur-

ing F2 and filling in with the surfaces in Figure 11. Note that if necessary we can

replace Figure 12 by Figure 13 so that the surfaces F2 and F~2 are indeed

orientable.

Figure 12 Figure 13

Then using the elements a,, a2, a3 of HX(F') indicated, the corresponding Seifert

matrices are

a,

n

a.

.2        1

n2      0

1       0

'21

nX2 + 1      1

«2 0

1 0

*        *       0

where the «,'s are integers and V2 is the Seifert matrix arising from F2.
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Then expanding about the rows indicated by arrows,

det(,'/2|/-2-rl/2./-2r)

det

Wi(/,/2_rl/2)

,l/2-«,2'~1/2-'l/2

,1/2 _ ,-1/2

«,2',/2 -1/2,-1/2      ,1/2.

n2(t

n2xr«* + t

1/2 _ ,-1/2

1/2

/-1/2

rV2

tl/2V2_t-l/2vT

= det

"i(' 1/2 _  ,-1/2,-1/2) 77,,/ 1/2        ,1/2 _,-1/2

<2,'l/2-«,2'-'/2-

,1/2 _  ,-1/2

1/2 „2(,l/2_rl/2)

»1/2

I

,-1/2

0

0 l/2K2_rl/2|/T/

r'/2det

n2|i,/2-7I|2/-'/2_ri/2

,1/2 _ ,-1/2

-,->/2

0

0

0

tl/2y        r\/2yT

det(/'/2^2 - r>/2v2T) + r'/2det

»i2'l/2-«2i^'/2   i'/2-r'/2

(1/2 n

f'/2K2-i-,/2K//

_(,l/2_,-l/2)de,(,l/2K2_rl/2K2r)

= det(r'/2|/2 - r '/Zi/2') - 2(r'/2 - ,-'/2)det(i'/2l/2 - r^2y2T).

Thus, using the surfaces F2, F-2, and F2 we have again formula (4). Then as for the

case where bn does not intersect F2, we see that A2(L) and A,(F) can be written as

identical expressions in the polynomials of the knots L U db2 and L U 9Z>_2; since

such polynomials are independent of which surface is chosen for the computation,

A2(L) = A,(F) as claimed.    D

Corollary 7. The symmetrized AL(t) = del(t]/2V — t~]/2VT) is independent

(even up to ±) of V.

Proof. Induct on the number of components of L, banding together two different

components and using the above argument at each stage of the induction.    D

For convenience, we set z = t]/2 — t~]/2. Note that by (3) any A,(t) may be

written as a unique polynomial V ¡(z), as long as we set v(unknot) = 1. So finally,

we have a recursive scheme

(5) VL,(z)= VL(,z)+zV¿z),        Vunknot(z)= 1.

V L(z) is called the Conway potential function of L.

Remark. Kauffman [K] has proven the independence of V L(z) from the choice of

Seifert surface by noting that it is an invariant of ^-equivalence, a notion not used in

Lemma 6.

3. Examples. We will use the following conventions. An asterisk (*) by a crossing

indicates that the crossing is to be changed and smoothed in the next step as in the

previous sections. We will indicate the status of three links as being Lh Lr, and Ls by

L, = Lr®Ls   or   Lr = LiQLs.
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Note that © and G are not commutative or associative. We will write V L(z) as

V(F) or v(a picture of L) according to convenience, and we will brutally abuse

notation by writing a picture of L to mean either F or v L( z ) depending on the

context.

(a)
i  =  V( £> ) = V«*o) = V(*3)nV(6é)

by (5), and so V(<í> é> ) = o.

Similarly, for any links L, and L2 separated in S3 by an S2, V(F, U L2) = 0.

This was proved geometrically in Lemma 3.

(b)
S7(<& > = V(66 )+zV( 6 ) = z,

by (5) and §3a; we write ©J = (6 6 ) © <£) .

(c)
V((5)) = V(6 )+zV(tjCf) =

and we write (J) = 6® $p. Note that 1 + z2 = 1 + (t^2 - r^2)2

/"'as expected.

(d) V(r3*)> = V(6í))-zV(é ) = -z.

Note that interchanging L¡ and Lr in (5) has the effect of changing the + to a —.

(e) Define

Vn(z) = V0Q2CK
Then v„= V„+2 + zV„+,.

Remarks. (1) When calculating V L(z) in this fashion it is not necessary to draw a

Seifert surface for L or to write down a Seifert matrix. This represents an enormous

savings of time and effort in practical applications.

(2) By construction, when V L(z) is of degree d in z and is converted to V L(t) by

the substitution z = f1/2 — t~i/2, the result is a symmetrized polynomial in t of

degree \d: ad/2td/2 + ad/2^xtd/2-x + ■■■ +a_d/2+xrd/2^ + a_d/2r"/2. Mul-

tiplying by td/2, we see that the degree of A,(t) as a polynomial in Z[t] with

constant coefficient a_d/2 is the degree d of V ¿(z) in z. But an Euler characteristic

argument shows that the number of bands of F (and hence the size of the matrix V)

is 2g + k — 1, where k is the number of components of L and g is the genus of F.

Thus if gL is the genus of the link L, then 2gL + k — 1 s= deg V L(z). In the case of

a knot K,

(6) 2g^^degv^(z) = degA^(0.

This inequality will be used later to distinguish the two lifts.

4. Computational lemmas.

Lemma 8. Let K be a knot and Lbe a link. Then

(a)Ajr(l)=vA:(0)=l.
(b) // L has more than one component, then V ¿(0) = 0.

(c) V K(z) is a polynomial in z2.
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(d) AK(t) and V K(z) are independent of the orientation of K; in fact, V L(z) does

not change when the orientations are simultaneously reversed on all components of L

(recall that changing the orientation of a strand corresponds to a change in choice of

infinite cyclic cover).

(e) Substituting r'/2 — F~1/2 for z in V K(z) gives the symmetrized AK(t); further-

more, in the notation of (2), aa = a  a (i.e., AK(t) = AK(t~[)).

Remark, (a) and (b) are equivalent to the fact that if F is a Seifert surface for L,

then the determinant of the intersection matrix of F is

1,    La knot,
0,     L has more than one component.

Proof, (a) When t — 1, we have z = 0; therefore this statement is Lemma 4.

(b) L can be changed to the unlink of greater than one component by changing

crossings. Setting z = 0 and using (5) shows V L(0) = 0.

(c) If L has more than one component, (b) shows that V L(z) is a multiple of z. An

induction on the crossing number using this fact and (5) finishes the proof.

(d) Changing the orientation on all strands of a link does not change the sign of

each crossing, and so the recursion defining v ¡ ( z ) remains the same.

(e)By(c), VM) = V*(-z), i.e., AK(t) = AK(r ').    □

>QñQ.),níZ

Lemma 9. Recall that

vn

Then

(a) V2n = -V-2„,

(b) V2„+1 = V_(2n+1),

(c)deg V„(z) =|/i| -1.

Proof, (a) and (b). Easy induction, using (5). The examples in §3 show the lemma

is true for k = 1. Suppose it is true for k < n; then

V-2(n+l) =   V2n + 2=   V2„ — ZV2„+,  =   -V_2„ — ZV_(2„+i)

= -(V-2„ + ZV_2„_,) = -V-20,+ 1).

Similarly, V 2(„+1>+1 = V_(2(„+,)+,). Thus (a) and (b) are proven for n > 0; a

similar argument holds for n < 0.

(c) Straightforward induction using Example 3(e).    D

The following lemma gives formulas for V of a link in which pj occurs. Although

useful in specific examples, it will not be used later and so will not be proven here

(the proof, of course, is by induction and (5)).

Lemma 10. (a) Lei pf orm] occur in a link L. Let Lj be the link obtained from L by

replacing n by j. Then

vL= v„v£±, + v„„vv

with a + or — as n is positive or negative.
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(b) Similarly, suppose^ ortâ appear in L, and let Ls be the link obtained from L by

smoothing the crossing. Then

VL= VLo+[n/2]zVL¡.    □

Corollary 11. Let Lbea link, and let $ denote connected sum. Then

VU * Oñf} ) =  VnVL-
Proof. By the lemma,

vu#£)nßo = vnvL-vnîly(Lu6).

But the second term is zero by example 3(a).    D

Remark. This is a special case of v(Lx$L2) = V t| VL which is well known for

knots. It will follow later from Corollary 16.

5. Conway's room theory. Following and generalizing Conway [C2], we develop a

powerful method to calculate V L.

Definition. A room F is a connected domain (usually a rectangle) in R2 equipped

with an equal number of oriented ingoing and outgoing strands:

The skein of a room, S(R), is the set of all collections of strands in the room

which connect ingoing to outgoing strands. For example, Figure 14 is an element of

the skein of the above room.

0°°GJ&

Figure 14

In this discussion we will always take R to be the following room with n ingoing

and outgoing strands:

Our arguments generalize in obvious ways to other rooms.

Definition. Let Sn denote the full symmetric group on n letters. Given a skein

element s, we assign a permutation tt(s) E Sn by numbering the strands of R:

Now pick an ordering {ir¡}¡=, „, of Sn and fix a choice of skein element s„ for each

7?-, E Sn such that ^(s^ ) — -¡ti, and such that s„, contains no free component.
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Example, n - 2.

n = 3.

s(\) \\2)

3(D
4>

ä(12) ^^ '«>= *m
(132)

Definition. Define a binary operation on S = 5(F) by juxtaposition:

, S)^>v

Note that it(sx • s2) — tt(sx)tt(s2) E S„.

Now let j, be a skein element in which a left-handed crossing appears, and let sr

(respectively ss) be the same element with the crossing changed to a right (respec-

tively smoothed) crossing. We call (s¡, sr, ss) a skein triple.

Definition. Let F be the quotient field of Z[z], let V(S) be the vector space

generated by S over F, and let N(S) be the vector space generated by {s¡ — sr — zss \

(s,, sr, ss) is a skein triple} over F. Then define the linearization L(S) by L(S) =

V(S)/N(S) (i.e., we impose the previous recursion relations on V(S)).

L(S) inherits a vector space structure from V(S), and is in fact an algebra under

the extension of • to L(S), since • preserves the relations in N(S):

sx ■ (sr + zss) = sx ■ sr + zsx ■ ss — sx ■ s¡.

Definition. Define L0(S), N0(S), and V0(S) the same as for L(S), N(S), and

V(S) respectively, using Z[z] instead of F.

Lemma 12. Setting z\->0 and s >-> ̂(s ) defines an algebra homomorphism

L0(S)^Z[S„],

where Z[Sn] is the group ring of Sn.

Proof. An element a of V0(S) is a linear combination of elements of S with

coefficients in Z[z]. The above map takes a into Z[5„], and we must show e(A^) = 0.

But e(s, - sr - zss) = e(s¡) - e(sr) = ir(s,) - ir(sr) = 0.

Furthermore, for skein elements sx and s2, e(sx ■ s2) = tt(sx ■ s2) = 7t(sx)tt(s2) =

e(i,)e(i2) so that e may be extended to an algebra homomorphism.    D

Proposition 13. {s„\ w E 5,,} defined previously is a basis for L(S).
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Proof. By a skein move we mean either the equating of s¡ with sr + zss (or of sr

with s, — zss) as is done on dividing V(S) by N(S), or the geometric analogue of

changing and smoothing a crossing. A moment's thought shows that any skein

element may be decomposed by skein moves (i.e., rewritten in L(S)) to a linear

combination over Z[z] of elements of {s„\tt E S„} or skein elements containing a

free component separated by an S2.

Example.

'(123)
03)

But as in §3a, skein elements with separated free components are zero in L(S).

Thus, {s„ 177, E S„] at least spans L(S).

Suppose, however, that 2a,(z)iw = 0, for a¡(z) E F. Then by multiplying by

polynomials if necessary, we may assume a¡(z) E Z[z] and that some a,(0) ¥= 0. So

2a¡(z)s„ E L0(S), and e(2ai(z)s„¡) — 2a,(0)7r, = 0, a contradiction as {w, | mi E Sn}

is a basis for Z[SJ.    □

In particular, we now have

Corollary 14. Any skein element s can be expressed uniquely as a linear combina-

tion of the s„, so that dimFL(S) — n\.    D

Definition. Given skein elements s and x, define the dual s* by

8*(X)    =   V

s* may be extended linearly to all of L(S); note that the so-defined s* preserves

skein moves:

So we get a dual element s*: L(S) -» Z[z] E F.

Let M„ be the n!X«! matrix defined by (Mn)u = s*(sj). Then det(M„) ^ 0 iff

{s*} is a basis of L(S)*. Direct computation shows that det(M„) =£ 0 for n — 2 and
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3; using the above basis, Mn is respectively

(î ;)' M2'=(7 ;)• d«(*2)=-.,A/,

M3

A/,

0   0 0      z      1      1

0   0 1 1+z2    z      z

0   1 0 1 + z2    z

z 1+z2 1+z2 3z2 + z4 2z + z3 2z + z3

\  1 z    Iz + z3

'  -,4 _ -1,2 , !   .3

1 +Z¿

-1

z2 + 4

3z2 + 2  z3 + 3z  z3 + 3z

z3 + 3z

z3 + 3z

dct(W3) = -(z2 + 4).

-z2-2  -z2-2

2 -z2-2 -2 z

:2-2 2 -2 z
-2     -2    2

+ 2

z" + 2

-2  /

Thus {s*} is a dual base for L(S) when n — 2 or 3.

Conjecture. det(M„) ^ 0, all n.

Remarks. Since sf(Sj) E Z[z], one may similarly define dual elements to

e(L0(S)) = Z[Sn], by setting sf(Sj) = e(s*(sj)) (recall that e has the effect of setting

z = 0). Then the linear independence of the s* is equivalent to the nonvanishing of

the determinant of the matrix Mn obtained by setting z = 0 in the entries of Mn; this

in turn implies that det(M„) ¥= 0. However, recalling the fact that

V/.(0)
0, L has more than one component,

1, Fa knot,

and noting that

is a knot iff tr(s) is an «-cycle, we see that

M,
1,     it i it; an «-cycle,

0,     otherwise.

Then M is similar to c = 2(«-cycles) under the regular representation in C[Sn].

Using elementary representation theory as in [I] one may in fact show that

det(A/„) = 0 for n > 4. This means that the s* do not form a basis for Z[Sn]*,

although we conjecture that {s*} is a basis for L(S)*.

Accordingly, the following discussion holds when det(A/„) i= 0, and in particular

when n ~ 2 or 3.
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Define a bilinear form on the vector space L(S) by

<P
(Sl.s2)|->\/

<p clearly preserves skein moves and so extends over L(S). Since {sf) is a basis of

L(S)*, there are elements akl of F such that <p = 1akls* ® sf. So

= 2(2ö*./^*.,-)^/j
/   v  A

= ((>í7m)tm)i.7. = (m7^m)íj,

where M = Mn and (>i)¿ , = a¿ ,. But

v?(«i,Sj)=V 3    .

J
=   M.

1. J

and so M = MTAM, i.e., (¡d = /I = (M )  '. So if a = 2a,s, and /? = 1b¡s¡, we have

(7)
V |= f «*,(? ) = .2  mV <*,...

Special case, n — 2. As computed above, using the basis

ä(D '(12)

we find M2 = (°x \) so that

* = (*)- = (? I).
Thus <p(a, b) = (-zsfc ® s(*n + s^ ® í(*12) + s(*12) ® sfX))(a, b). We claimed before

that similar formulas could be derived for any room. As an example, let us make

similar computations for the room
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Let sx and s2 be two skein elements of this room; we calculate the bilinear form ip

given by

V^.s  ) = V

First define skein elements of our previous room:

->
«i °i     =

One sees easily that \f/(sx, s2) — <p(ax, a2). Following Conway, we define

V! >D= V

(<0>
As before, N and D define dual elements for this room (N and D stand for

numerator and denominator respectively. This notation will become less mysterious

shortly).

By drawing links one sees that

3o ) ^ > = V

SIl2)    '«"I'   =V

•*i ) «»V - V

'(12) (o-2) =v r>
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Then by the formula for <p above,

xP(sx, s2) = (f(ox,a2) = -zs*X)(ox)s*X)(o2) + sfX)(ox)s*X2)(o2) + s*X2)(ax)s*X)(a2)

= -zsxNs» + sxN(s? + zs?) + sxDs»

1    2 1     2 '

Similarly, using the bilinear form defined by

(3 ,s2)i—>v(c!H3G¡fr)
we get

vfciQ^Tb
D    D

Furthermore, note that a basis for the linearization of this room can be taken to

be two elements which Conway calls 0 and oo :

3>ct
Note that

0" = 0,    00^=1,   0D=1,    ooD = 0.

We continue to abuse notation and write sN and sD for the links

CF^
and C-t)

respectively. We also write sx + s2 for the skein element

Summarizing,

Proposition 15.

(3
.      D      H
♦   s,    s2,

0" = 0, oo" = 1, 0D = 1, oo° = 0.    D

The motivation for Conway's notation is now evident.

Remark. We may summarize the polynomials of a skein element s by writing the

fraction sN/sD, so that Proposition 15 allows us to calculate polynomials using

arithmetic for fractions. However, we may not cancel common terms from numerator

and denominator.
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Definition. Let F, and L2 be links in S3 separated by an embedded S2. A

connected sum LX%L2 is a link obtained from L, U L2 by connect summing a

component of L, with a component of L2. Of course, there may be more than one

choice of L, %L2.

Corollary 16. Let L, and L2 be links. Then for any connected sum LX$L2,

V(L,#F2)= V£|V¿2.

(Compare Corollary 11.)

Proof. Let K¡ be the component of L, used to form the connected sum, let a, be

an arc on K¡, and let b¡ be any arc of L¡. Let sx and s2 be the skein elements obtained

from L, and L2 by deleting the arcs a, and b¡ so that the endpoints of ax appear to

the right and those of a2 appear to the left (see Figure 15). (If necessary, replace the

arcs  ~¿) by 3*0 to make the orientations match as shown.)

Figure 15

Then sf — L¡, and

V(L,#L2) = (sx + s2)   = sxDs^   (by Proposition 15)

= VZ.|VÍ.2.    D

Remark. Viro [V] points out that the various connected sums of two links are all

mutations of one another in the sense of §8 of this paper, and so have identical

polynomials.

Application. Let s be a skein element of the room indicated in Figure 16, and let L

be the lift of L0 below to the p-fold cover of S3 branched along the unknotted

component. We can write F as a series of p blocks as in Figure 17 and so

V / — (s + s + ... +s)N = psN(sD)p~l by Proposition 15 and induction.
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Figure 16

p-times

Figure 17

6. More examples. In the following examples, a and b are integers such that

(8) a + b=\,       b = 2k>4.

Recall that |ft} stands for n half-twists, and that we will abuse notation as in §3. An

asterisk (*) by a crossing will indicate that a skein move will be performed at that

crossing. Note that       ln!       is equivalent to ___PÍ . In all cases the orien-

tation chosen will be such that arrows lead into the top of any box labelled b and

out of that labelled a; the consistency of this scheme is ensured in these examples

by b being even and a being odd.

(a)

( >ihi<hi   )N =V(fiw \»\)) = 1.

( 'ibflHl   )D = V( UkLMJ ) = VaVb'

(b)

(c)

gBÖin   = §5g + z 0S=Í4> 1+zVaVb

-e=<
*wK.

=[^]Vayh fggçy

by Corollary 16.
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(by Proposition 15 and Corollary 16)

■ öOvavb * -2yavb

(by Example 6(b)) = 2zv„V/,+ l(by Example 3(b)).

(d)

2113^50$    = ,gng#ai[ K)

= c ♦ zVaVb'VaVb-

by Corollary 16 and the above examples,

(e)

Wlal'lbljh?   = [f^Mai]   ¡íbigáa IN   JaUIMlP

"■*—--J       =   r lrJ   lal'  +   IW   lal"! N        ©=  [" Id  id' + HCHc]

ÍH   K JÏ-JÎL, ® Ja  lal   WiäT1,

= 2vaV/, + z(l + 2zVûV/))=2(z2 + l)vaV„ + z,

by Proposition 15 and the above examples; note that the second link is the unknot

and that the third link is the first.

(0

isotopy

=   ( OOiO *   (gig)    ) VaVb  + (J
= <VaVb>2<z2+n + ¿VaVbz + '.

7. Another formula, 2-bridge knots, and signatures. This section is composed of

three remarks.

Remark 1. A similar argument as in §5 using the room

gives the formula V„+m= V„+,V„, + V„Vm+1 +zV„V,
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Figure 18

Remark 2. A 2-bridge knot is a knot of the form shown in Figure 18. Form the

continued fraction

p/q = [-ak,ak_x,-ak_2,...,-ax]

-ak +
1

+
lk-2 +

I

q) areThen it is well known [S] that two such knots giving either p/q or p/( p

isotopic in S3. The following is not hard to prove by induction.

Fact. Replacing q by p — q if necessary so that we may assume that q is even, p/q

has a unique continued fraction expansion with even coefficients, p/q =

[2bx,2b2,...,2b2n].

The polynomials of these knots are given by

Theorem 17 (Conway). v of the above knot is the numerator of [-zbx, zb2,

-zb3,..., zb2 „ ] expressed as a simple fraction, where the b¡ 's are as above.

Sketch of proof. By the fact above, we may assume q is even, so

p/q = [2bx,2b2,...,2b2n] =[2bx,2b2,...,2b2tt-x -1,1,- (2b2n + 1)].

This last expansion of p/q has an odd number of coefficients and so corresponds to

a 2-bridge knot, all of whose a, 's are even except the last three. One may now prove

the theorem for these types of knots using Proposition 15 and induction.    D

Remark 3. The signature of K, a(K), may be calculated recursively with the

following formulas:

(9a) o(Kl)^o(Kr)^o(K,) + 2,

(9b) sign(vJC(2i)) = ioW,
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sign(Vjf(2i)) = sign( A *(-!))

that is,

1,       if a(AT) = 0 (mod4),

-1,    otherwise,

where Ki and Kr are as in previous sections.

Formula (9a) follows from a simple consideration of the Seifert matrices of K, and

Kr as in §1; (9b) follows from [M3, p. 400].

To calculate a(K), we use (9b) to determine a(K) mod 4, and (9a) along with a

record of the V 's to finish the calculation.

Example. Let

73
so that p/q = [2, -4, -3] = 23/13. Replacing 13 by 23 - 13 = 10, we write

23/10 = [2,4,-2,2] =[2(1),2(2),2(-1),2(1)]

so, by Theorem 17, v K — the numerator of [-z, 2z, z, z] = -2z4 — 2z2 + 1. Alter-

natively, we can do skein moves to calculate V K:

K  = rMu =v3-V(lx

=   y,   +   z[(-2z)-z(1+z(2z) j]

=   -2z^-2z  +1,   as   before.

So, changing a crossing of K gives the knot

= 0O'

and changing a crossing of this knot gives the unknot; the corresponding v's are

+ 1, and 1. We use (9) to compute signatures: sign(v^(2/))-2z4-2z2+ l,z2

-1, and so by (9b), a(K3) = 2 (mod4). Similarly, a(K) = 2 (mod4). But by (9a), the

signature can go up by at most 2 at each stage, so that a(K3) = 2 = a(K).

8. Mutations, skein equivalence, and the Conway-Kinoshita-Terasaka knots. Given a

link L, we have seen that we can change L to unlinks by a series of skein moves; we

write L as L, ® L2 or L, 9 L2 and continue the process. We can associate a binary

tree T(L) to L by drawing a node for each link in the skein decomposition, drawing

an edge between the nodes corresponding to L and L, and to L and L2, and writing

a + or — at each node depending if a © or Q occurred in the decomposition.

Example. Let

\ J   =    Ö  @    (]D    =  6<£,<6öa? ö
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So T(K) is formed from

/    \

i.e.,

T(K)   =

Note that T(L) is by no means unique. For example, since

L  =   L®(LU6)

(see §3a), we can add a branch to any bottom-most node of the tree:

L
\

L LUÖ

Hence we assume that all trees for the same link L have an identical number n(T) of

node levels along any branch; the above tree for the trefoil has 3:

Labelling the nodes at the bottom level of a tree for L as nx(L),...,nk(L), we write

ñ¡(L) for the link represented by the node nt(L).

Definition. The two links L, and L2 are said to be skein equivalent if there are

isomorphic trees for L, and L2 such that, for all i,

ñ¡(Lx) = ñi(L2)

where = means isotopic. As we have seen, skein equivalent links have the same

Conway polynomials and signatures.

Definition. Suppose the following room appears in a link L:

S
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Define a mutation m(L) of L to be the link obtained from F by rotating this room

by 180°:

4v
FT

(so the orientation of the strands inside the room are preserved).

Remark. We could carry out a similar program by rotating in the other direction.

Proposition 18 (Conway). L and m(L) are skein equivalent.

Proof. As proved in §5, any skein element can be written as a formula in terms of

(1)'J(12)'
and 0. But mutation preserves the orientation of each strand, and hence

preserves © and ©; mutation also clearly preserves s(X) and s,X2). Thus by first

writing the interiors of the rooms for L and m(L) in terms of s(1) and s,x2x and then

decomposing the outside of the room by further skein moves, we see that F and

m(L) have trees with identical bottom row nodes. □

The agreement of V and a for skein equivalent links also has a geometric reason:

Proposition 19 (Montesinos and Viro). The 2-fold covers ML and Mm(I) of S3

branched along L and m(L) respectively are homeomorphic.

jj.

TT

Figure 19

Proof. Let B3 be a small ball containing the room as shown in Figure 19. Then

S3 = B U (S3 - B), and letting/Î be the 2-fold branched cover of A E S3 branched

along A D F, we have

M, BUS3

3B = S2

B.

But S2 n L consists of four points, and we can construct S2 as follows. The 2-fold

branched cover of a disk along two points a and b is an annulus obtained by gluing

together two copies of the disk cut along an arc connecting a and b (see Figure 20).

Gluing two of these annuli together along their boundaries gives a torus as the 2-fold

cover of S2 branched on four points, i.e., S2.

But now the effect of the mutation is to rotate B by 180°, so that the lift of this

rotation to 52 is a homeomorphism of the torus isotopic to the identity. Thus

Mm{L) = B U   (S3 - B)
h(S2)

and so is homeomorphic to ML.    D
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glue

Figure 20

Example. The following distinct knots (C for Conway and KT for Kinoshita-

Terasaka [KT]) are skein equivalent; in fact they are mutants of each other via the

indicated room (see Figure 21).

Figure 21

Remarks. These knots can be seen to be distinct by examining representations of

their fundamental groups [Ri]. They both have Conway polynomial 1 (in fact, they

are the only 11 crossing knots with trivial Alexander polynomial) and both have

unknotting number 1. KT is known to be ribbon (the one ribbon move necessary is

made by attaching a trivial band between the points on the knot indicated by dots),

but C is not known to be slice. The proposition above shows that the 2-fold

branched covers of C and KT are homeomorphic (see also [V]), while [M] shows that

these covers have nontrivial <nx.

Using the notation in [R], the p-fold branched covers of C and KT can be drawn

as in Figure 20 where the framings on all components are -1. For p = 2, these

pictures are identical as expected (see also [M]). I do not know if they represent the

same 3-manifolds for p > 2; in fact, since V(C) = v(KT) = 1, they are all

homology S3's. Note however that a rotation about the indicated S2 in the drawing

for the cover of C gives that for KT; this S2 is simply the lift of the original S2

describing the mutation from C to KT.
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p - 1 times

p - 1 times

Figure 22

Remark. These pictures were obtained using methods in [R]. The knots were

unknotted at the crossings indicated by arrows by blowing up an unknotted

component F of framing -1, drawing the cover of the newly formed unknot, and

keeping track of P.

III. The example. The following asymmetric link of two unknotted components Kx

and K2 with linking number +1 satisfies the distinct lifting property for all p > 2

(see Figure 23).

K,

where \
(b = 2k>4.

Figure 23
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Remarks. (1) The link shown in Figure 24 is an example of such a family with

linking number zero.

a and b as above.

Figure 24

(2) The case of linking number one is of more interest here because the associated

lifts are in fact knots.

Let K¡ be the lift of K¡ to the p-fold cover of K,,j ¥= i. We shall distinguish Kx

from K2 by their potential functions, and in particular by showing degree V £ <

degree v ¿2-

Proposition 20. degree v K < 2p.

Proof. Consider the punctured torus F which Kx bounds. Note that K2 intersects

F in one point (see Figure 25).

K,

Figure 25

Since the linking number of the two components is \,KX has one component, and

so the lift F of F to the p-fold cover of K2 is a connected p-fold cover of F branched

on one point. Thus

x(t)=Px(T)-(p-l) = l-2p
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and so the genus of F is p. But F is a Seifert surface for Kx, and so the degree of

AK(t) as a polynomial in t with constant coefficient is < 2p, i.e., by (6),

(10) degree v^ < 2p.    D

Theorem 21. degree V ¿2 = 2(p - \)(b — 1).

Corollary 22. degree v ¿ > degree v £ for b > 4, p > 2.

Proof. The corollary follows immediately from the theorem and from (10). To

prove the theorem, we first draw K2 and then use Conway's calculus to calculate its

V. Cutting along the obvious disk bounded by Kx, we obtain

<r—T

isotopy

uy?

isotopy

Figure 26

To draw K2 we place p of these blocks end-to-end and connect:
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We can now use room theory to calculate V £ inductively. First let

S„ =       ~~Jb|   |a|     MM    JbLJâL    ■

105

When convenient, we will write this room as

so that

(11) 'n-1
—<—

Further, define skein elements S¡ n by

(12)

J0,n

'1,n

'2,n

We shall follow two conventions. First, since the orientations always lead to

arrows pointing into the top of the box labeled b and out of that labeled a, we will

not always draw them in the pictures. Second, we will use an asterisk (*) as before to

indicate a skein move.

From the picture of K2 on the previous page, we see that we desire Sqp. But by

(11),

o,P p-1rv
b      a

P-1K
b      a

'1.P-1 b      a

To use Proposition \5for(A + B)N, we need to know AN,BN,AD, and BD. Thus

we must compute SxNn and SxDn.
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l.n       L1=#J n-ir Jb|    [a\-,
G

n-lK<

fck>Lj2

^^^^í^to3^ e ^

( ThTia- ♦   s )N  ©   SN^O.n-l'       ^    b0,n-

1 ,n o3?" 'n-11 F=3D ■ ̂

isotopy

C

r^fe(/* +   XSL3Lv:N

(S2,n-1    +   ^=®-  )N-

2,11 \S!5>C fs^gxi =(s^^)
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And finally,

sDb0,n

Summarizing,

[ä1d  -   ^R?2010 = <n-i^asn¡D.
l^-J) A- N

S0.n  =   <S1,n-1   +  ÍDSC)",

s°>n = sx in_,& CKJfo,

(13) <n=<   =    ♦S0fn.1)».^n,

<n =  (s,^.,  ♦    UZEE )N.

S2,n=   (SÏ.n.^aaD)**?
SD       =   SD      .ü2,n       b1,n'

Before evaluating V of these links, note that a + b = 1 and so, by Lemma 9,

Va= V,_/)= V6_i. Furthermore, letting ß = VfeVA_,, we see that Example

6(a) can be written as

<nŒ)D = VbVa=Vb.yb = Q,

(  IbnaT  )N =     1.

Note that, by Lemma 9, degree Q = 2b — 3.

So, using our formulas for ©, #, (A + B)N and (A + B)D, we can eliminate the

S2's and rewrite (16) as

S»p = QSxNp_x + SxDp_x,       S0Dp = QSxDp_x,

(14) SxNp_, = S0Dp_2 + QS0Np_2 + zS0Np_,,

Si.,-. = Q2S?.P-, + zQSxDp-2 + SxDp_2.

The examples in §6 can also be written in terms of Q:

(6c) S& = 2zß+1,

(6d) S0D2 = zß2 + ß,

(6e) S»2 = 2(z2 + l)ß + z,

(6f) S,°2 = ß2(l+z2) + 2zß+l,

(6b) SXDX =zQ+\.

We now use these recursion formulas to gain a formula for degree V ¿ .

Proposition 23. Consider the polynomials in (14) as polynomials in Q with

coefficients in Z[z]. Then for each of these polynomials,

(1) The term containing the highest power of Q has coefficient containing the highest

power of z; hence this term is of highest degree if considered as a polynomial in z alone.
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(2) These distinguished terms are as follows:

polynomial

°o,P

°0,/>

oí/

oZJ
AUp

term

ô'-'tF-l]

Q»[p-\]

Qp'[p\

Qp[p]
where we are writing [ n ] for a polynomial in z of degree n with nonnegative coefficients.

Proof. This is a straightforward induction using (14) and the examples in §6. The

proposition is true for p = 2 by the examples. We give details only for the case of

Sqp. Assume true for k < p; then by (14),

s0NP+i = QS?,p + sxDp

= Q(Qp~l[p]) + Qp[p] + lower order terms

= Qp[p] + lower order terms

since the coefficients in [p] are nonnegative.

Clearly, (1) and (2) are still satisfied by S£P+X. The other cases follow similarly.

D

So we finally have our

Theorem 24. deg v g2 = de8 so,P = 2(P~ 1)(¿> - 0-

Proof. By Proposition 23,

degSo^p-1+degß'-'

= p- 1 + (p- l)(2b-3) = 2(p- \)(b- 1).    D

Remarks. (1) As mentioned before, a similar link provides an example of such a

family with linking number zero (the proof is entirely similar to that given above).

(2) Murasugi [M2] gives formulas for the polynomials and signatures of Kx and K2

in terms of those of the link; in our case, the signatures are identical.

(3) Drawing Kx is possible but messy.

We now show that, as promised, we can produce for each p > 2 an infinite family

of pairs of distinct knots with homeomorphic p-fold covers.

Lemma 25. The p-fold cyclic covers of S3 branched along Kx and K2 are homeomor-

phic.

Proof. Let M be the p-fold cover of S3 — L corresponding to the map <p:

where Z, s Z. Then ttx(M) = G C ttx(S3 - L) is the kernel of <p and M is the

complement of K2 in the p-fold cyclic cover of S3 — Kx.
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Now, tt(G) D (0, Z2), so there is a homeomorphism G -* Z2. Let M be the p-fold
p2 _

cover of M corresponding to the map G -» Z2 -» Z/p. Then M is a p2-fold cover of

S3 — F. For let tx(M) — G C G. We have a commutative diagram:

G     =»    ttx(S3 - L)     ->     Z,©Z2      ->     Z,-lz/p

Ul Ul

G      -> G -> Z2 -» Z/p

Note that ttx(S3 - ¿)/6sj,(S3 - L)/G © G/G = Z/p © Z/p, and that M is a

cover of S3 — L corresponding to the map

77,(S3 - L) -> //,(53 - L)  '-» 2Z/p © Z/p.

But the same map would be obtained had we started with the cover of S3 — K2

and formed the corresponding p2-fold cover of S3 — L.    D
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